Let A/, and M2 be two bounded pseudo-convex domains in C" with smooth boundaries such that Mt c M2. We consider the Cauchy-Riemann operators 3 on the annulus M = M2\Mt. The main result of this paper is the following: Given a 3-closed (p, q) form a, 0 < q < n, which is C°° on M and which is cohomologous to zero on M, there exists a (p, q -1) form u which is C°° on M such that 3 u = a. 0. Introduction. Let Mx and M2 be two bounded pseudo-convex domains in C" with smooth boundaries such that Mx c M2. We consider the annulus M between Mx and M2, i.e., M = M2\MX. The Cauchy-Riemann equation 3 on M is a system of overdetermined first-order differential equations. We ask the following question: Given a(p,q) form a, where 0 < q < n, when can one solve the equation
(0.1) 3w = a and if a is smooth up to the boundary of M, does there exist a solution u of (0.1) which is also smooth up to the boundary? A necessary condition for a to be solvable is that a must satisfy the compatibility condition (0.2) 3« = 0 since 32 = 0. In this paper, we shall prove that if aj > 3, a has L2 coefficients and satisfies (0.2), and a is orthogonal to a finite-dimensional space (i.e., the harmonic (p, q) forms), then there exists a (p, q -1) form u such that (0.1) holds. Furthermore, if a is smooth up to the boundary of M, then we can find a u that is smooth up to the boundary also and u satisfies (0.1) (Theorems 1, 2 and 3).
Our method is to use the 3-Neumann problem with weights which was used by Hormander [3] and Kohn [4] to solve the equation (0.1) on weakly pseudo-convex domains. The 3-Neumann problem was a method to solve the equation 3 with solutions smooth up to the boundary. If one can show that the subelliptic estimate holds for the 3-Neumann problem, then one can conclude that the harmonic forms are finite dimensional and one can solve (0.1) provided a has L2 coefficients and satisfies (0.2) and a is orthogonal to the harmonic space. One can find a solution u smooth up to the boundary if a is smooth up to the boundary. Moreover, one also obtains local regularity [2, 8] . In the case of an annulus, some of the important known results are (1) If we assume Mx and M2 axe both strictly pseudo-convex and aj > 3, then M satisfies condition z(q) and the 3-Neumann problem satisfies the subelliptic 2 estimate (see Kohn [5] , Hormander [3] and Folland and Kohn [2] ).
(2) If we assume Mx and M2 are weakly pseudo-convex and real analytic and 0 < q < aj -1, then it is proved by Kohn [6] and Dirridj and Fornaess [1] that the subelliptic estimate holds for the 3-Neumann problem on M.
If we assume only that Mx and M2 are weakly pseudo-convex, the subelliptic estimate does not hold in general and we do not get local regularity as was the case for strictly pseudo-convex domains. In this paper we shall show that global regularity holds for the 3-Neumann problem with weights (Theorem 1) and we obtain global solvability and regularity for (0.1).
This paper is arranged as follows. In §1 we give some definitions and notations. We give a brief introduction to the 3-Neumann problem with weights in §11 and state the main theorems in this paper (Theorems 1, 2 and 3). In §111 we prove the basic a priori estimate (3.1). The estimate is similar (but weaker) to the basic estimate obtained by Hormander in [3] on weakly pseudo-convex domains. However, it is sufficient for us to solve the 3-Neumann problem with weights and obtain the finite dimensionality of the harmonic forms (Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2), which gives the solvability of 3 in the L2 sense. Based on the estimate (3.1), one can prove global regularity for the weighted 3-Neumann problem and obtain regularity for 3. Since the proof from the a priori estimate to global regularity essentially follows the line in Kohn and Nirenberg [8] and Kohn [4] , we omit the proofs here and only state the results in §IV, which completes the proof of Theorem 1. Theorems 2 and 3 follow from it. A large part of this paper is devoted to the proof of estimate (3.1) .
It is easy to see that our results can be generalized to the annulus between two pseudo-convex manifolds Mx and M2 as long as there exist real-valued functions whose complex hessian is positive definite in a neighborhood of the boundaries of M, and M2. The proof is the same and we shall only stay in C" in this paper.
I. Preliminaries and notations. We denote the boundaries of M, M, and M2 by bM, bMx and bM2, respectively. Let p be the defining function for M, i.e., p = 0 on bM and p < 0 in M and p > 0 outside M (the sign of p is specified). We normalize p such that I rip I = 1 on bM. We recall some definitions. Definition 1.1. Let Af be a domain in C" and p be a defining function of M. If z0 is a point on the boundary of M, we shall say M is pseudo-convex (pseudo-concave) at z0 if, for every (a\.. .,a") e C" such that £pz fz0)a' = 0, then (1.1) Eft,>o)^>0 (<o).
It is easy to see that the domain M which we consider here is pseudo-convex at bM2 and pseudo-concave at bMl. An example of a strongly plurisubharmonic (plurisuperharmonic) function is |z|2 (-|z|2). In this paper we shall fix the function X e C°°(M) and let / be any nonnegative real number.
We denote by ap,q(M) the space of all the (p, q) forms on M which are smooth up to the boundary. L2pq)(M) denotes all the (p, q) forms with L2 coefficients. We denote by L?(M, t\) the space of functions on M which are square integrable with respect to the density e~'x; therefore/ e L2(M, tX) if and only if (1.3) f \f\2e-'xdx < co and the norm of /is defined by (1.3) and we denote it by ||/||20 = (/, /)(,>• Note that the norm || ||(/) is equivalent to || ||0 = || || for every /. We denote by L2 ^(M,tX) the space of all (p,q) forms with coefficients in L2(M, tX). The norm of a (p, q) form is defined, as usual, as the sum of the norms of its coefficients.
For each nonnegative integer s, we define the Sobolev 5-norm || ||s by (1) (2) (3) (4) 11/11,=/ E \Daf\2dx, M \a\as where a multiple integer, and \a\ = E a-, where xx,... ,x2n axe real coordinates for M.
The completion of CX(M) in the norm || \\s is the Hilbert space IVs. We use Wjq(M) to denote the space of (p,q) forms with coefficients in the Sobolev i-space. We also define the norm || ||_, by
where the supremum is taken over all functions g e C™(M). The norm || ||_! is weaker than the L2 norm || || in the sense that any sequence of functions which are bounded in the || || norm has a subsequence which is convergent in the norm || ||_x. We shall also simply use notations W* , ap'q, L2pq when there is no danger of confusion.
II. The 3-Neumann problem with weights and the main theorems. In this section we shall give a brief introduction to the 3-Neumann problem with weight t (for details see [4] ). Let (zx,...,z") be the complex coordinates for C". Then any (p, q) form <b e ap-q(M) can be expressed as (2.1) <t>=I,'<t>,,jdz'AdzJ, i, J where 7 = (ix,.. .,ip) and J = (jx,... ,jq) are multi-indices and dz1
The notation E' means the summation over strictly
increasing multi-indices and <b, y is defined for arbitrary 7 and J so that they are antisymmetric. The operator 3: ap'q -* ap'q+1 is expressed by
The formal adjoint &: ap'q -» ap-q+1 of 3 under the usual L2 norm is defined to be the operator such that (2.3) <^,«p> = 0,3<?>> for every <b czz ap,q(M) and <p is compactly supported in M. Therefore & can be expressed explicitly by
It is easy to check that 32 = #2 = 0. Let #, be the formal adjoint of 3 under the L2(M, tX) norm, i.e., (2) (3) (4) (5) <*,*,*>(,)-<*»»+>(0 for every compactly supported <f> e ap,q(M). We have the following relation between # and #,:
(2.6) 0, = e'x#e"'x.
We take the L2 closure of 3, still denoted by 3, as usual. The Hilbert space adjoint of 3 in L2(M) and L2(M, tX) is denoted by 3* and 3*, respectively. We use the notation Dom( ) to denote the domain. Then the smooth forms in Dom(3*) and Dom(3*) must satisfy some "natural" boundary conditions. For if <p e ap,q and xp czz ap-q~1, we have (2.7) <*,*,*>(" =<*.3*>(o+( (o(&,dp)<p,e-x^)ds,
where o(&, dp) denotes the symbol of ■& in the dp direction and dS is the volume element on bM. Therefore if <b e ap'q n Dom(3*), we must have (2.8) o(&,dp)<b = 0 on bM which is a condition independent of t. Define the space 3>p,q c ap'q by 2)p-q = (</>e ap'q\ap(d,dp)ty = 0 for ah> e bM).
Then 3)p-q consists of all the smooth forms in Dom(9*).
On 2)p-q we define the hermitian form Q': 3p'q X 2)p-q -> C by (2.9) Q'(ty *) = (dtyW\t) + <#,<?, *,*>(l) + <<p, *>(".
Let 3>p'q be the Hilbert space obtained by completing 2p-q under the norm Q'(<b, <p)1/2. Again ^/'<? is independent of t since the norms (?'(</>, <p)1/2 are
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use equivalent to £>°(</>, cp)1/2 = Q(<t>, <b)1/2. Since £>'(</>, 4>) > ll<f>ll2,), for every ae Lp q(M) there exists a unique <f>' G 3>p'q such that (2.10) GvV, *)-<«,+><,) for all^eS'-*.
The Friedrichs representative of g', denoted by F', is defined by F'<j>' = a. By the identity of weak and strong extensions of first-order differential operators, we have another description of F', i.e., (2.11) 7"= 33* + 3*3 + I = a'p<q + I, where the second equality is by definition and (2.12) Dom(F') ={<*>£ 3p-q\ocb e Dom(3*) and 3*<£ G Dom(3)} = Dom(n;,J.
Note that Dom(F') is also independent of t.
We define the space of the harmonic (p,q) forms Jt?p = Jf and weighted harmonic (p, q) foxmsJ^p'q = Jif'hy (2.13) Jf = {<b e J^|3<j> = 3*<t> = 0}, (2.14) jf" = {<j> G §"'q\a<b = 3,*<?> = 0}.
We can now formulate the 3-Neumann problem of weight t with respect to the function X as follows:
Find a bounded operator Np : L2pq -* L2q (Njq = N' is called the 3-Neumann operator with weight t) such that N' satisfies the following properties:
(i) &(N') c Dom(F') and ®(N') 1 Jf" (in the L2pq(M, tX) norm), where ®( ) denotes the range.
(ii) jV(N') = 3ft", where Jf() denotes the null space. Therefore u, = d*N'a is a solution of (0.1). Notice that u, g L2q_x(M, tX) and ut ± Ker 3r It is this property that links the L2 solution of (0.1) to the 3-Neumann problem with weights. In our application, we need the following proposition which is proved in [4] . We shall prove that such N' exists when t is large enough and q > 0, n > 3. We also prove the global regularity for N'. We state the main theorems of this paper. Theorem 1. Let Mx and M2 be two bounded pseudo-convex domains in C such that Mx c M2, aj > 3 and q > 0. Let X be a smooth function on M such that X = \z\2 in a neighborhood of bM2 and X = -\z\2 in a neighborhood of bMx. Then there exists a number T0 such that the d-Neumann operator with weight t, N1, exists for each t > T0. Furthermore, for each s, there exists a number Ts such that N'(WjjM)) c WjjM), H'(Wjq(M)) c Wjq(M) whenever t > Ts. When t 3* T0, ^p[q is finite dimensional, its dimension is independent of t and it represents the o-cohomology of M.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is the following L2 solvability of (0.1).
Theorem 2. Under the same hypotheses as Theorem 1 and 0 < q < n, given any a G L2(Af, fX) = L2 q and aa = H'a = 0, there exists a u' <zz L2 X(M, tX) such that u' ± Ker 3 j'ai the ( )(l) norm and u satisfies (0.1). 7aj fact, one can choose u' = d*N'a.
In view of Proposition 2.1, we have the following corollary.
Corollary
1. Under the same hypotheses as Theorem 1 and 0 < q < n, given any a G Wj (M), da = 0 j'ai the L2 sense and (a, t/>) = 0 for every \p G Q)p-q with &\p = 0, there exists a u g Wj q(M) such that u satisfies (0.1). 7ai fact we can choose Uj = d*N'afor any t > Ts.
From Corollary 1 and the Sobolev embedding theorem, if a G ap-q(M) and a satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 1, then we can find a solution u'm g Cm(M) as long as one chooses tm large enough for every aai. We actually can obtain a smooth solution u which was proved in [7] . Theorem 3. Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 1 and 0 < q < n, if a G ap-q(M), aa = 0 and (a, \p) = 0 for every \p G 3)p-q and &\p = 0, then there exists au G ap'q~1(M) such that du = a.
In order to prove Theorem 1, our starting point is to prove an a priori estimate in the next section. It would be interesting for one to know if the finite-dimensional weighted harmonic forms J^j q in Theorem 1 actually vanish.
III. Basic estimates and the existence of N'. We start by proving the a priori estimate. Proof. By using a partition of unity (f,},11, £f=1f2 = 1, it suffices to prove the estimate (3.1) when </> is supported in a small neighborhood U. If U cz M, then by the ellipticity of Q' in the interior of M we have (3.2) ||<p||2 < cQ'(<b, ty) for every </. G <2>p-q.
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Thus by a well-known inequality in Sobolev space, we have (3.3) fll^llfo < c\\*\\i + C,\\<j>\\2-t which implies (3.1), when U n bM = 0 and <j> g C0co(t/). If <t> is supported in a neighborhood U of bM2, since M is pseudo-convex at every point of bM2 and X is strongly plurisubharmonic on U (shrink U if necessary), the estimate (3.1) is proved in Hormander [3] with C, = 0. Thus we only have to prove (3.1) when <b is supported in a neighborhood U such that U D bMx # 0. We choose U so small such that
(1)X = -|z|2on U, (2) there exists a boundary complex frame on U, which means there exists a set of orthonormal complex vector fields LX,...,L" such that (3.4) L,(p) = 0 if i = 1,...,aj -1 and Ln(p) = 1 on bMx n U.
Let a1,... ,co" be the bases of (1,0) (3.12) + <«>,,,*, /**,.*,)(" Lk\<p, jK,<t>rkK^t) -(Lk<l>r,kK> fj<>i,kK)(,) + (8j<t>/jK, fk<t>r,kK)(,)-
In the above calculations, no boundary terms arise because of (3.4) and (3.5). Introducing the notation l|I*ll(2o-E'E|27(*/./)|w + Ww I.J j and applying integration by parts to the last terms of (3.12), we have where E(<b) consists of all the terms that can be estimated by OdlLcpH^Hcpll^). This estimate is the same one obtained in Hormander [3] with the exception that Ljs axe a special boundary complex. We now apply integration by parts to the term ||L.(tp, y)||2,). In order not to get boundary terms, we assume/ < aj. We first discuss the terms E(<b) and R(<b). Let e > 0 be small and Ce be large constants which might vary in the following arguments. By integration by parts to the terms in £(<p) which involves L ,/ < ai, we have Since (Xjk)Jk_x is negative definite, its (« -1) X (n -1) submatrix (XJk)"Jiix is also negative definite, and (Xjk -8jkT.l<n X//)"jii is positive definite when aj > 3.
We denote by dtj = Xjj -S,7E/<n X/; and d(x) the smallest eigenvalue of (djj)"fj1x at the point x G U n Af. Then ci(x) > ci0 > 0 for some positive number c/0 and all x g U n M. Therefore Every term in Q has the form {Xjk<p, j, <p,^L)(l), where aj g J or aj g L. Assuming aj G J, using the inequality ||w||(20 < £||m||2 + C^MI2.,, we have (3.26) |<Xy**/.y, */,L>(0l < W^j&iAi.MiJw < e||*/. Ji + C« J*/,/H-i + Ui.lIU
Since <brj vanishes on the boundary when aj g J, the calculations (3.12) and (3.18) can be applied to Lx, ...,Ln. Using (3.26), we have (3.27) \\LjtyXo < Pl4l) + o(P*/JtoMlto) + *lli + Cj<p\\lx, 'll*H20 < cQ'(<b, <J>) + C,\\4>\\tx for every <*> e 3>p-q(U n M~) and the proposition is proved. An immediate consequence of the basic estimate (3.1) is the following lemma whose proof can also be found in [4, 8] .
Lemma 3.1. If q > 1 and t is sufficiently large, then 3tf" is finite dimensional and there exists c > 0 such that for all cp G 3)p<q with * L3tf",we have ||*||(o <c(||3*||(2o + ||^*||2o).
Proof. If h <LZ3tep'q, then from (3.1) we have (t -c)||A||(20< QPH^. Since L2(M, tX) is compact in W~X(M, tX), we have 3^p'q is finite dimensional when t > c. To prove (3.32), we assume that (3.32) does not hold and deduce a contradiction. If for every v g N there exists a *" ± Jt?p-q, then ||*"||(0 = 1 such that (3.33) l*Jlu>^IM<o + llWo)-
